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The Mexican Revolution of 1910

The purpose !tor ray participation in Pr eject Idisico vas to
gather sufficient data and background materials in order
to prepare and develop a come pertaining to the causes,
development, and aftermth of the Mexican Revolution of
1910.

Par the past three years, I have been teaching several
courses related to Mexican culture, therefbre, I consider
myself mre or less acquainted with the objectives and
goals of the aforementioned course.

The summer project has been regarding and beneficial; it
was tine well spent. I gained a degree of knowledge,
otherwise lacking: by means of in-depth studies of this
social movement and by verso:ally Tinit In , through the
aid of guided tours, places of skijor revolutionary
importance.

The following forest will be presented to the Curriculum
Committee at Los Angeles City Collage:



COMB2 WILMS

TO: Los Angeles City College Curricula= Committee
RR: Request Consideration for Introduction of Wow Course

American Cultures Department - Chicano Studies
Course Title: 'the Mexican Revolution of 1910"

3
3
None
Luis Carlos
Franklin Rail, 102 C
663-91k, Rxt. 364

Instructor:
°friss:
Phone:

I. COMITIORB:

1. No new monies requested.

2. Course should be offered every other semester in lieu of
section of 168-112 (Contemporary Mexican Literature), MAS-lik
(exican Civilisation), or )08-52 (Mexican Art-Modern).

3. Instructional materials needed by students are available in
our library.

11. Audio Visual materials are readily accessible in the Audio Visual
Department or from other nearby sauces.

5. The awaited textbooks are inexpensive and currently available.

6. This course cenfornm in fonat, preparation, objectives, goals,
sethods of instruction, imitation, etc., wit:t others offered
by our Department.

JUDTIFICATICI:

As an instruetor in the field of Mesican-Amarican Studies, it is
ny opinion that a amps relating to the Mexican Revolution of 1910
should be implemented in our commity college district as:

1. Most Mrsican Americans, as well as North American students, are
acquainted, to degree, with this social vovement. In the case
of the Kui.ean American or Chicano student, he has heard of
fame revolutionary figures "oh as Francisco Villa, Imiliano
Zapata, etc. - via his &suitors, but without true undentanding
of the batiks and ideals which incited and motivated the individual.
I strangly feel that it is necessary to offer them another avenue,
another source of information other than legends, corridos, and
hearsay.
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2, The North Anerican student will be introduced to a historical
past that has played a major part in the !oration of the
present-day Mexico, a nation that, due to its proximity, la
easily accessible.

3. This course will be offered with the adult of the comunity
in mind. Recent oil discoveries in Mexico alone will no doubt
intensify etonosio relations between Mexico and the United
States. This moans there will develop mom personal contacts
among the interested parties of both sides, which in turn will
lead to an awareness of each other as individuals and not solely
as countries. A course such as I suggest will Another an
understanding on the part of the people of the U.S. for those
of mdern Mexico.

III. COMBI INISCREITIOR:

Basic: (As it would appear in the college catalog.)

The course consists of lectures and discussions on
the tames and effects of the Mexican Revolution of
1910.

Rxtanded: (The course is divided into four components.)

1st. comumenv,

Tracing historical development of events commuting
witi, the year 1855 to the year 1910, we find the
seeds of the Mexican Revolution being sown during the
Rotors Movement, Idlich was never carried, out in its
entirety and mach less enforced during the regime of
Porfirio Dias, There will be an ramination and
dismal= on political, economic, and social conditions
prevailing in Mexico in 1910.

and, comoonent,

Armed struggle that followed beginning November 29, 1910
and continuing through the "deems trigioa" (the ten
tragie days), the American Intervention, the Convention
of Aguascalientes, and eeting with the Constitution of
1917.

3rd. comment,

Aftermath of the armed struggle. Rise of Alvaro ObregtIn

and. stbsequerrt regimes which followed with emphasin on
the Cirdems regime and events whimh lead to the oil
egropriation of 1938.

6
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4th, component.

Examination of present-day Mexico and some of the
problems it Wes. Discussion of social conditions,
economics, population explosion, etc., endim with a
oonjeature as to ite future.

IV. COME OBJECTIVE':

Instructional:

Successta completion of this canine will enable the student to
discuss, either in writing or orally, the ibllowing:

1. The regime of Porfirio dfaz and the fctrces which perpetuated
his power.

2. Wiwi historical events which played a part in the Mexican
Revolution of 1910.

3. The significance of 1910 as "the year of the revolution."

4. The ideals of the brot'aers Flores Magdn a3id their importance
in the social mlyvement - comparison to the Constitution of 1917.

5. Importance of the role pla,Ted by the United States in 191.3
whinh culminated in the American occupation of Veracruz in 1914.

6. Mizimns of 20 mass (people and plaies) and their significance
and importame in relation to the different revolutionary
fact iota.

7. Basic articles of the Mexican Constitution of 1917 and how they
affect existing relations between the Milted States and Mexico.

8. Oil expropriation of 3938.

9. StructInie of the PRE and how 'residential candidstes are chosen,

10. Some of the problems facing Mdzico and possible solutions.

Affective:

Upon completion of this course student will have -

1. Learned that the Mexican Revolution vas an authentic social
movement which anteceded the Russian avyvement by aboat seven years.

2. Become coguizant that the Mexican Revolution left an imprint on
the modern vay of life of the Mexican people.

7
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3. Acquired an awareness of the Mexican struggle for betterment
of social condition: (as yet not totally successft1).

4. Apprised himself that the lass migration of Mexicans, who
settled the Southwest, was brought about by the Revolution,
thus bringing a rich cultural heritage to a new mtion.

5. Become involved in a research project within a local wise=
of library.

V. STUMM =THOM (*) See page on annotated bibliograstiy.

Brenner, Anita: The Wind that Swig* *Woo: The HistorY
of the Mexican Revolution, l910-3.42. New York, 1943.

Fuentes, Carlos: The Death of Artemio Cruz. New York;
hamar, 1964.

Constituciain Politics de los !stades Unidoe kezicammi.
Mdzico, 1970.

VI. Rinunio READINGS: *(In reserve)

Casasole, Gustavo, ed.: Historia Grains de la Revolucidn
Mexicana, 1900-1960. It vols., Mdzico, 19616

Padgett, Vincent L.: The Mexican Political System. Palo Alto,
Calif. Houghton Mifflin Co., 1976.

Paz, Octavio: The Other Mdzico: Critique of the Pyramid.
New York, Grave, 1972.

Womack, John Jr.: Zapata and the Mexican Revolution.
_New York, Nnopf, kW.

VII. IMMO OP 1118TMETIOS:

Lectures and discussions.
Slides
Piles
Guest Lecturers (if possible)

val. wan 07 VALUATION:

1. Attendance and participation 10%
2. Class assionsits 2_11
3. Three entainations 3%___,

4. Pirel socashation 19k
5. Student ozsl presentation 10%

6. Research prc4eot or tern paper 4
/00%



U. COMM CARLINI:

1. Introduction and Background

a. Course air

b. View of Mdsico past and
present

Mdsico before 191.0

2. The Porfirio Diu Reese

a. Rise to Power of Porfirio Dims

b. Mdicico in 1876

3. The Rconomic and Political
Systems of the Porfirlato

a. The Hacienda System

b. The Cientificos

c. Mexican Society in 3.900

e. Precursores of the Revolution

a. The Flores Mugu Brothers
(Ideology - Aguiles Serd(x)

b. The "No Re-election Party,"
Francisco I. Madero

First Invitation0.

5. /Woo in 1910

a. Iconomic, social and
political conditions at
that time

b. "Plan de San Luis Potosi"

0. "Mu de San Luis Potosi"

6. Staxico in 193.0

a. "Flmn de Ayala"

b. "Man cia Avila"

C. Barbi*, Liberal

(Suggested Activity)

Coemenoing with the first veek
and ending with the third,
student* should be nottated to
research the local library,
bectome acquainted viirs its

resources and to present a
written biograrky on one of the--
heroes of the 'Reform Moveaent.

Teacher shows filmstrip
The *pooh of Porfirio Dias.

Students prepare for
first examination.

Student should presare a
bibliograPhy of not less than
30 entries (Books and articles)
on the tbllowing subjects: "Plan
de San Luis.Potosi," "Plan de Ayala,"
"Plan de Guadative," Francisco
Venustiano Carransa, Imiliano Zaiata. '

Teacher shows continuation
of filertrif The-Npoch of
Porfirio Dias, and film
Memorias de un Mexicano.



7. Madero and. the Revolution

a. Illovesber 20, 1910

b. Pascual Orozco

c. Francisco Villa

8. la Deco* Tastiest (The Ten
tragic Dare)

a. Henry lane Wilson -
Victorian° Muerte

b. Venustiano Carre.nza -
Constitutionalism

c. The U.S. Occwation of
Veracruz, 193.4

9. Constitutionalism

a. Aguascaltentes Convention

b. Carrancistas ve Villistas,
Zapatistas

c. Carrancistaa iw Villistas,
lapatistas

10. The Constitution of 1917

a, Discussion vain articles

b. Discussion wain articles

c, Second Rramination

ab_r Ionia*

a. Josd Vascomelos

b. /ndiantsa

a, Sducation and the Arta

12, The Callas art

a. The Political System

b, The PER

C. Ietzaro Ctrdenas

io
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The above covers the weeks
5 thrm 7

(Suggested Activities)

Eighth and ninth weeks.
Students should welfare a
3 psge written report on the
Ten Tragic Days and the U.S.
involvement, At least two
biographical sources should be
included.
Teacher shows "Revolution,"
la Rasa

Students prepare for second
examinttion.

Eleventh and twelfth weeks.
Report on asnalism in Mexico.
Trace the history of a nairal
in the commonity (if possible).
Two page written report on
Rivera, Siqueiros, Orozco, etc.
Teachee shows Man of Fire,
and Siousiros, El Maestro.
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13. The Oil Expropriation

a. Antecedszta

b. Causes, Articles 27, 123

c. Third Rumination

Students prepare for third.

14. Modern Mexico

a. Economy- Teacher shows Mexico: The.

b. Political., PRI

c. Social Conditions

Frozen Revolution.

15. Modern Mexico

a. Is the Mexican Revolution
st:113. alive?

b. A look to the future

c. Student Presentations

Teacher shows Mexico City.

16. Student Presentatione

a. Presentations

b. Presentations

c. Review for Finals



X. ANNOTATZD BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Ames, Mariano: The MOLOMOM. New York,
Signet, 1963.

'The story of Dem:trio Naafis, a general
in the army of Pancho Villa. The
conditions which bring ahoy', his defeat
also work against the Revolution."

*Baerresen, Donald W.: The Border Industrialization
Program of Wain°. Lexington, 14nas., Heath
Ltacington Bock, 1971.

"Discussion of an ambitious iwogram - Marino's
industrialization of cities with concentrated
popoulations."

Brenner, Anita: The Wind that Swot ico: The
HistorY of the Mexican Revolution, 1910-1942.
New York, 1943.

witze silent rizotographic history of the,
Mexican Revolution from the overthrow of
Diaz to 1942. Definitely a.nust for all.,

Brandenburg, Frank Ralph: The Making of Modern
Mimic*. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice
Hall, 1964.

"The book emphasizes the accomplishments of
Waco aftor the Revolution. It examinim the
single party system and demonstrates how it
has practically node the president omnipotent.
Can this continue and at what cost?"

Bullies, Francisco: The Whole Truth about Mixico.
President Wilson's Responsibility, New York,
Bullies Book Company, 1916.

"An exceptionally fine analysis of the Diaz
regime and the "ten tragic days."

*Cameo 3a, Gustavo Ed.: Historia Grifica de la
Revolucidn ifeaatatn, 1900-1960. vols.,
Mimico, 1964.

"A mut for any student of the revolution.
We 1.1-kown and obeciume personalities who
played important roles in the revoluticn
come to life as the student peruses this
period of history."
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Clandenon, Clarence C.: The States and Pant Iso

"Now Carron& won the armed struggle Cann*
diplomatic nuseuvers in Washington and which
ultimately led to complete reocipaition of his
forces by the U.B. Villa's renege, his said
on Co ludas and the ill-Sited *pwaltive"
expedition."

Cline, Reward lanais:
Cambridge, Renard tking6Wiggftvesw s,

"A rather osessided view of the relation:
between.the two sountries. It is so
ingessonal that the viler events are lost in
vwfbalies.

"A worthy book which introduces the verb
and the personalities of floras Wen,
Aguilar UM& aM others."

tut:

"Another ged. for the researcher. The basis
for preseaRkty polities and soononice in
Waco las derived teas this doeument."

Cudwriand, Charles Curtis: teampite.
Agin, New

Biblically:lays Pd. 2630478

"Aa outstanding study of the revolution of
Ilidero in its initial Owasso politisal and
military."

Cosiberla Charles Curtis

NNW -9
Ilibliogssik11 N. 1410427

"Insight en the Carnage rapine and the rice
of Alvan: Obregdia."

11:tgrervigrity

13



llueates Carlos: The
York

D. jas 0....1_...Cros. New
: Parser, us

Narrated in the first, second, and third person,
the novel deals with the destiny of one person
during the historical changes of tventieth-oeskory
Mdmiso. It points out the futility of the Mexican
Devolution i*thima soillosol to redeem thelissioan masa. All this is portrayed in the life
of Artesio Or a ruthlessly uses others to
addeve his ovn ends,"

Clusmdn, Marian Luis: The tale and the Berment.
Austin, Voieweity of Toms ?sew, 196%

"A personal and thatial amount of the Mexican
Devolution based an ther actual emerienose of
the author."

Ousan, Irtfn WU: Mania% of Panoho Villa. Austin,
tkiversity of Teets Press, l963.

"A diary of Vil3a's life and activities. Firsthand
information as Ouzo& served as Villa's seoretary
for a short *no, Fascinating:"

King, Timothy: 1111:49os Istdptrinlisattion and Trade
N4cimminoe 19400 London, Oxford University
meat aye).

%cod ooverage of the economic policies
pursued by Waco since the 110's."

"Origin of the modern Nixioan army, militaristic
was, and Mashres lAwistes are discussed."

3 r17191kr.v r. .

BibliotralaYs 111. 131-164

"A we blopuPhy of a revolutionary yew might
have been another 'Villa.'"

14
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Molina Norio:es, Andrds: los Grandes Problems Rectangles.
lhkico, 1909.

"This is perhaps the finest criticism on
the work of Dias. Written by an intellectual
who vas au impartial witness."

Padgett, Vincent L.: The Nexican Political Sys)em.
Palo Alto, Calif., Houghton Co., 1976.

"Very well written. Concerning the political
system of Kosice and how it nimble:los amng
the "Revolutionary lenity." Pacts are brought
to life disclosing that Nalco's political
stability depends on perpetuating the myth of
the Revolution and on sharing the power among
leads* of the most powerfUl sectors."

Pan, Octavio: The labyrinth of Solitude: Lift and
Thought in New York, Grove Press, 1961.

"A very subjective but well-written'analysis
of the Nezioan. Essential reading:"

*Pas, Octavio: The Other Niasico; Crit4ue of the
Prramid. New York, Grove Press, 1972.

"An explosive criticism of Nexican govern-
ment and many of its policies. The tragic
yew of Tlaltelolco (1968) is discussed
objectively.

Quirk, Robert R.: The Mexican Revolution and the
Catholic Church, 1910-19296 noomineon, Indians
14.5b 1ies:101r pg. 2148-270

"An impartial softly of the mentality of the
Catholic Church and how it reacted negatively
to events beyond its control. Important
politicians such as Calla and Obregtin are
portrayed and their decision', which affeoted
millions, are thoroughly discussed."

Quirk, Robert s The n Revolut 1 1 ;
, 1970.

"A fasoinating book which describes the attempt
to overthrow Puerta and *Loh ended in the consoli-
dation of power by Canons*. The Convention of
Aguasealientes is also studied along with such
personalities as Obregdn, Villa, faysts, and Carransa.
An moellent study of these turbulent times."

15



Ramos, Samuel: Profile of Man aui Culture in Mixico.
Austin, University oflexas Press, 1962.

"An interpretation of historical Throes
shish noulAell the Mexican mtioml
dareater. A broad haanistie approach
by one of Mexico's most brillisst thinkers."

Ross, Stanley Robert: I. the Mexican Revolution Deadt
New York, Thole, 1966.

"Diseases the shortcomings of the Revolution
and many programs, which should have been
solved, that are still the banners of
unscrupulous politicians."

Ru lfo, Jan: Pedro Maim. New York, Grove Press,
1959.

"A fantastic piece of literature that deals
with the lives of people in a mall town in
Mexico. After careful perusal of this
the reader is left with the impression that
a revolution was the only alterative open
to the people due to the oonditions under
which they were forced to exist."

Salazar, losendo: la Casa del Obrero Mundial, likixico,
1962.

"Written In Spanish rble of the worker in
Mixico and their Austion as political ars,
first to elevate Obregda to the presidency,
and later to serve as a plattbrm for future
candidates."

Silva Herzog, Judas Drove Ristoria de la Revo loci&
II). MAO°, Ion& de Culture

"The first volume deals with "the antecedents"
and the "Maderist Movement." Volume II covers
Coostitutionalism and the break between
Carransa and Villa. It is well written and
excallently documented. Very necessary reading
for a beginner. Silva Harem is extremely
knonledgeable; he wrote these Wo volumes
after extensive research."

16



Simons Merle Z.: The Mexican "Corrido" as a Source
for tive St of Modern Mexico

Simpson, Lesley Byrd Mey kdxicos Berkeley, University
of California Press, 1964,

"An excellent general. introduction to the
study of Mexican history. Well written
and easy to reed."

Simeon, lyler N.: The Patio: Mixico's Wei Out.
Chapel Hill, 1937.

Tannenbaum, Frank The timievo
Hamden, Conn., Anchor Books, 1

Tanneebaum, Frank: Peace by Revolution; Mdxico after 1910.
New York, ColuMbia University Press, 1960.

"An excellent book which treats ite eibject
of lidxico intellectually with great sympathy
and understanding."

Vasconcelos, Jowl: A Mexican Ulysses. Bloomington, Ind.,
University of Indiana Tress, 1963.

"Mexican history, education and culture based
on The autobiography of the author.
Vasooncelos actively participated in the
politics of Mexico being Secretary of Education
and also a presidextial candiihte."

United States Department of State: Pavers ralatinj to
the Yoreign Relictions of the United States. 1918.

Washington, 1930.

Wolf-Phillips, Leslie, ed.: Constitution of Modern
States Selected Texts and Commentary. New York,
Praeger, 1965.

"An inviluable aid to students of comparative
politics. The Maxima Constitution is discussed
at length and 136 articles are translated in Inglish."

41Wesok, John Jr.: PALAU and the Mexican Revolution.
New York, Inapt, 1965.

"An excellent study of one of the leaders of the
revolution - his life, ihilosophy, and involvement.
Probably the best work written about relate so far.
Pine notes and bibliogrality."

17
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XI.

The Enoch of Porfirio Dfaz to the Victory of Constitutionalism.
Series / to VII. Amadeus, Calif. Bilingual Abseatiozal
Services, 1975.

"A good filmstrip series but simply yresented
with :aeration on cassettes. They serve as an
introduction to this period of the Mexican
history."

The History of the Mexican Pam le, (items 3 to 10).
Pasadena, Cfa liducational Services, 1975.

"A rare collection of engravings. Item 3
oceneences with the year 1858 and item 10 ends
with the year 1960. lack item contains 14
engravings depicting the emit Remus heroes
of *taco. Outstanding work of art."

KaW
un Mexicana by Salvador Toscani,. Chicano

AViss Research LibrarY, U.CLh.

"An authentiA documentation of the tumultaus

Period 1897-1930. It traces the rise and
downlial of Porfirio Igen. Coevosed of actual
films taken in battles fought during the
revolution. logbasius the roles of the Leaders,
Villa, Zapata and Carraues."

Mixico City - 20 minutes, color.

"A well-oriented cross section of the great
city as it is today. Art objects, archi-
tecture, interiors and exteriors are shown
as well as the progress that has been ands
in the city since the turn of the century."

Madam The Prom Revolution - 2 parts (1 hour)

"Filmed during the Rohm:vas canpaign, the
film shows the areas and the people for lace
the revolution did not exist. Tam
revolutionaries lave tanners that have no
identification while the people still emit
the coming of the revolution."

18
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Orozco; Mu of l'ire

"A remarkable fills on the life of one of
the fOrasest voraliats of Macico. His
masterpiece by the same title is discussed."

"Revolution," part I, II, in la Hasa (filmstrip)
Pa In Alto, Calif., Multi-aNicodnotices, Inc.,
1969.

"A short analysis of some of the cones
of the revolution. Valuable sirse a
ohronolegkal series of events is presented
aloft vitim very good pictures."

Si t 111 Mastro; The March of Humanity in latin
ass

"Outstanding file on the grseatest =al
ever Tainted by Siqueiros. It ia nov on
emhibition at the Polifbrum. %rah of
Ihmanity" is considered the masterpiece
of manslism in Waco."

19
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The fellowing questions are submitted as possible examples of 25
(50 points) tree and tales questions (or fill-ins) which. might be used
1/A the first einaination. This test would also include two, eseay
questions (25 points each) sald.ng a grand total of 100 points.

Note: I realise that the anolable test time of 50 minutes limits the
student as to the Gather of essay question be or she can compose. It
thls Is the ease, I would then proceed to give permission to the student
to write one of the assess at home to turn in the folloliing day. All
this will have to be asoertained at a later date.

IIMINNIOND

UMW at TR= AND MSS QUISTIONS:

1. The fundamental reason ibr the social revolution
in Waco vas the ihct that by 1910 all the
available land in Waco ins held by only about
14 of the population.

2. Mid() was a portion of land which by law belonged
to the comminity.

3. The Reforms laws of 1857 were enacted in order to
protect the land owned by the Catholic Church in

4. A "latifundio" was a small piece of land belonging
to a campesino.

5. By 1900, eight individuals were the sole owners
of 55 million acres of land, Teich of it along
the United States border.

6. Porfirio Diaz cane to power under the bamer of
"effective suffrage and pc re-eleation" and
=pounding the ideals of liberalism.

7. The "Cientificos" were a group of liberal-
minded people who opposed the Mae regime.

8. The 14egdn brothers, Ricardo and Nnrique,
*Wished the newspaperitrereoieco in
which the seeds for an revolution can
be ibund.

20
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9. Porfirio Dias, being a liistec Indian by birth,
protected the Indian population of Waco.
This is one of the muss he retained his
power for so malty yens,

10, The "braise" me a group of ez-bandite rho
cane to sem uner Was Ins to the threat of
"pea o pas."

1111101111161111111411111111111.11MUNISIIII

MAT QUISTIMI3s (Anner bath)

1. Discuss the "hacienda spites" in "Woo. Thy Ilea it considered
the mart important economic aspect In the life of the. couspesinot

2. That vas the iAleology of Ricardo Flores Med Thy was this
ideology threat to the Idas register

UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.

LOS Ai'al.ES

CLEARINGHOUSE FOR
:JUNIOR COLLEGES
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